
 

  

Innovat ion at Work 

NextGen Environmental Research 

Inc’s. motivation is innovation, 

education and application. We 

identify and pursue research and 

monitoring projects that can have 

meaningful value to people, 

especially when the benefit may be 

under-realized. We believe there is 

signigificant value in projects that  

improve the public good. We are 

interdisciplinary and use state-of-the-

art technology to bridge between 

scientific understanding and the 

needs of users. We seek 

collaborative partnerships with 

government, academia and industry 

to make a difference. 

ACCESS TO INNOVATIVE 

SOLUTIONS FROM SPACE 

The convergent maturation of remote 

sensing technology, the Internet and 

mobile phones enables near real-time 

applications to be in the hands of 

users within 24 hours after a satellite 

image capture. Time-sensitive 

applications are real today and the 

frequent revisit times of contemporary 

satellites provide the Big Data 

required for effective environmental 

monitoring.   

NextGen Develops New Mapping Technology 
Making Lake Ice Travel Safer  

 

The most poorly understood lake ice hazard is the 

pressure ridge. 

About Pressure Ridges 

Presssure ridges are barriers to travel. Ridges are 

deformations of the lake ice that arise due to thermal 

expansion of the ice sheet  Ridges grow due to 

compression stress during the winter and can attain more 

than 2 m in height. With the flooded or refrozen troughs 

that form on either side, the ridge complex can be 30 m 

wide. Pressure ridges can extend across entire lake 

basins, even on large lakes. Ridges pose signigicant 

barriers to travel for many remote communities and a 

growing number of lakes accessed for recreation during 

the winter. As growth is episodic and almost 

instantaneous, ridges uplift where they were absent 

before, and grow incrementally all winter. These frequent 

changes pose problems for those that use ice roads, 

snowmobilers, hunters, and ice fishers to name a few. 

Lake Ice Hazards 

Frozen lakes are common features of our landscape and 

are an important cultural heritage. It is unfortunate that 

most people have to learn lake ice safety on their own, 

step by step, by trial and error. A study recently published 

in Nature Climate Change indicates an extensive loss of 

lake ice will occur within the next generation and 40% of 

the lakes expected to have significant ice loss are in 

Canada. Such climate change could have profound 

effects on many remote communities and recreational 

activities. NextGen advocates education and new 

technology can help to decrease risk by improving the 

safety of lake ice travel. 

Inter-annual climate variation is superimposed on this 

warming trend. This means the risks we understand today 

are likely to increase, and new ways for mitigatiing 

immersion and collision risk on lake ice are needed. 

Colision and/or immersion hazards in seasonally frozen 

lakes differ each year. Two leading causes for loss of life 

or property are snowmobiling at night into open water or 

collision with or immersion due to pressure ridges.  

I S S U E  
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-018-0393-5.epdf?referrer_access_token=W28rpah4mRJymtPyGuEgdNRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0Mh5UK1WCrwrU7-LyvSaq8KtzRVpBolAlQxzNBSwc04UM2pJJKLzsrmSBicrEDoQiVUPqubM4h5wYPO2NhUXIWQnOTNzJ0e5RgdzEWmvN0kTqw0iNjSrtP6LX-gICQQt6D2uQvFWhuMxLUV90rcRthDU8nklMwt5RrbYlrSWW2k1T2mFkQQpvctQmQr2zd7Mr9IK9hEkNFxrLLxqxEFbrfT&tracking_referrer=www.cbc.ca


 

  

Understanding the development of 

the early ice cover is the first step to 

mitigating hazards. Using RADAR 

satellite imagery we often identify 

abundant cracks after an ice cover 

developed due to wind stress. The 

fractured ice moves to areas where it 

accumulates as rubble, and leaves 

water exposed at the upwind source. 

In some years the offshore area 

freezes last. Thse are two very 

different ice-up conditions but both 

create area specific thin ice hazards. 

Many people think incorrectly that the 

lake ice thickness is always 

consistent.  Early ice movements can 

be detected with RADAR satellite 

data. 

NextGen has developed unique 

technology for mapping and reporting 

on lake ice and holds a leadership 

role in this field.  

Lake Ice Hazard 
Study Funded by 
Canadian Space 
Agency a Success!  

March 31, 2018 - NextGen  completed a 

one year study developing the 

technology required to map pressure 

ridges, rubble ice, slush, and cracks 

using microwave satellite data, drones, 

and field surveys. 

We studied the ice cover on 84 lakes 

including a very complex and dynamic 

ice cover on Lake Winnipeg from 2016 – 

2018 in the winter until ice break up 

using two synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 

satellites. SAR images can be obtained 

independent of weather, clouds, or 

daylight so temporal monitoring 

requirements will be satisfied. 

INNOVATIVE NEAR REAL-TIME 

MAPPING 

The lake ice was imaged using satellites 

in the winter and spring. Drones were 

used to create high resolution photos 

and elevation models of the ridge height 

changes over time. We’ve developed the 

technology to extract the ridges early and 

publish them in near-real time on the 

internet. NextGen is the first company to 

develop ridge extraction technology for 

lake ice internationally. 
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Pressure ridges are mechanically 

weak “hinges” in the ice. Movements 

of the surrounding ice sheets create 

new cracks of open water along the 

ridge when colder temperatures 

arrive, or marked increases in ridge 

height can occur when warmer 

temperatures cause the ice sheets to 

expand. 

 “Few people appreciate how 

dynamic pressure ridges are. In 

winter some sections uplift more than 

one meter in just moments while 

others collapse. After melt onset, 

ridge collapse often forms the first 

open water immersion hazard of the 

spring. The surrounding lake ice may 

be competent for vehicle travel, but 

the ridge is not. At that time of year 

freezing and snow still occurs at 

night. The new snow hides the thin 

ice cover and makes it hard to know 

open water lurks below and a ridge 

was there all winter long… a map of 

the ridges on your mobile phone 

changes that” said NextGen 

President, Dr. Paul M. Cooley. 

 

 

NextGen studied 83 lakes over a 

wide range in size for three 

consecutive years to understand the 

RADAR signals from open water, 

new thin ice, open water in the 

offshore ice cover, pressure ridges, 

re-flooded snow, and cracks (leads). 

We work hard to detect these 

attributes early as it is important to 

relay hazard information quickly. We 

have found that new thin ice scatters 

microwaves differently than ice that is 

thicker. We continue to study and 

refine our understanding of lake ice 

growth. 

 

 

P re ss u re  r i d ge  co l la ps e  a f te r  m e l t  o ns e t  i s  o f te n  t he  f i r s t   

o p e n  wa te r  ha za rd  o f  t he  ye ar  

http://asc-csa.gc.ca/eng/blog/2018/07/26/data-from-earth-observation-satellites-could-help-make-travel-on-lake-ice-safer.asp


  

  

Ru b b l e  i c e  c an  ac cu mu la te  f ro m  w i n d  d u r i ng  f re ez e  u p  an d  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to  t ra ve l  t h ro u gh  w i t h ou t  a  m a p  

Rubble lake ice accumulates downwind 

during the freeze-up period. Many mid-to-

large sized lakes can accumulate several 

kilometers of rubble ice which form complex 

distributions that are barriers to travel, or pose 

challenges to find the route of least cost.  

As shown to the right, NextGen has developed 

classification approaches to classify rubble ice 

and horizontal lake ice separately. The top 

panel, 1 km across for scale, shows the same 

rubble depicted in the photograph above. The 

RADAR classifications show the horizontal ice 

in light grey and rubble ice as dark grey. The 

bottom panel shows the same rubble 

classification as a transparent overlay on a 3.2 

cm resolution drone digital elevation model. 

Red elevations exceed 1 m. This figure 

confirms NextGen’s ability to classify rubble 

ice with heights as low as 0.2 m with high 

spatial precision for travel routing. 

Did you know? 

A few of our observations 

and other reported 

information 

 

 

Photo: Garth Cooley 

• Water can be ejected into the 

air at the moment of ridge 

uplift 

• Ridge uplift can sound like 

thunder, and for neighboring 

communities shakes 

silverware, drinks ocillate in a 

cup, and knocks pictures off 

walls 

• In 2018 ridges formed in 

Alberta Lakes after onset of 

warm weather and measured 

2.0 on the Richter scale!  

• Ridges and mid-lake open 

water are prominent causes of 

loss of life and property; both 

of these hazards can be 

monitored by NextGen’s 

comprehensive RADAR 

experience 

• An interesting website on lake 

ice and accident accounts is 

found  here 

 

 

• We learned ridges can provide 

the first important open water 

fishing habitat for Otters! 

Ru b b l e  i c e  c la ss i f i c a t io n  f rom  RA DA R d a ta  ( t op )  a n d  
t h e  sa me  d a ta  d ra pe d  ov e r  a  d ro n e  e l ev a t io n  m o de l  as  
a  t ra n sp a re nc y .  
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https://www.ualberta.ca/science/science-news/2018/december/icequakes-new-years-day-mystery
https://www.ualberta.ca/science/science-news/2018/december/icequakes-new-years-day-mystery
http://lakeice.squarespace.com/accident-accounts/


 

 

Pressure Ridges 

and Rubble 
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SPECIAL 
FEATURE: 

Mapping Ice 
Deformations in 
the South Basin 
of Lake Winnipeg, 
2018/19 

Lake Winnipeg is home to 

numerous winter roads, 

commercial fishers, and many 

communities. The lake supports a 

world class Walleye fishery with 

thousands of sport angler visits 

each winter. Many are unfamiliar 

with the lakes ice. 

NextGen mapped the rubble ice, 

and ridges as they emerged 

during the winter. Some ridges 

formed early in the ice cover. 

Classification of lake ice requires 

knowledge of the backscatter 

characteristics of all lake ice 

types and how climate affects the 

ice and the RADAR signals.  

SAFER LAKE 
ICE NEAR YOU 

NextGen Environmental 

Research Inc. can help  improve 

safety and reduce lake ice 

hazards by monitoring the 

development of the ice cover and 

the winter ice features in your 

area of interest. Take advantage 

of  our experience and innovative 

technology to reduce risk for a 

long-standing problem. We can 

develop a custom solution 

together for key lakes or for your 

region of interest. 

Call us for details:  

1-204-298-0551 

See our website 

 

Sequence of ridge 

emergence    

 

523.9 km of 
ridges as at 
March 12, 
2019. 

Modified ESA data 

https://nextgenenvironment.ca/

